HandPunch
biometric readers.
Take control of time and attendance,
and keep your costs in check.
In the grocery business, frequent staff changes and multiple
shift schedules can make maintaining accurate time and
attendance records challenging. The Schlage HandPunch is
a proven biometric solution for grocery stores. With labor
costs being 38.5 cents of every food dollar spent, the Schlage
HandPunch can help you signiﬁcantly reduce your number
one expense. The Schlage HandPunch can be installed at
multiple locations in your store, delivering the most accurate
and reliable time and attendance tracking no matter how
large or small your staff.

HandPunch biometric readers ensure
accurate time and attendance.

“
“The
HandPunch readers proved
to have a dramatically lower rate
of false rejects. Their value grows
as the number of users and
transactions increases. At our
supermarket, biometric hand
readers were the only solution.”

HandPunch, the reliable biometric.
Biometrics identify people by a unique human characteristic, such
ch
as their voice, a fingerprint or elements of the eye. The Schlage
HandPunch uses the size and shape of a user’s hand to identify
the employee. The HandPunch provides additional benefits over
other biometric technologies by using hand geometry to increase
e
reliability and reduce privacy concerns. When the HandPunch is
deployed properly payback can be realized in fewer than nine months.
onths
t
dirty or injured.

Hetzi Henam
Supermarkets, Israel

A proven solution in grocery.

t Consistent, accurate results are ensured because the HandPunch
adapts its biometric template for an individual user over time. This
means that the HandPunch “learns” to change as the user changes.

The Schlage HandPunch has improved payroll management
and streamlined time and attendance systems for grocery
businesses of all sizes, both in the US and internationally.

t &BTZtPVTFterminals are implemented globally and have one of the
largest installation bases, with over 300,000 installed.
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t "OUJNJDrobial coating on the device inhibits the growth and spread
of microbes and lasts the life of the HandPunch.
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Save time and money, while ensuring
accurate payroll.

To find out more about the HandPunch visit us at
www.centraltimeclock.com or call (718)784-4900

Using biometrics to automate collection of time and attendance data
can reduce buddy punching – where one employee punches in for
BOPUIFSNBOVBMEBUBreview and correction time, and payroll error.
HandPunch keeps costs under control.
t&NQMPZFFTDBOPOMZQVODIJOfor themselves, ensuring
accurate records of time and attendance.
t/POFFEfor costly badges and cards that can be lost or damaged.
t*ODrease productivity by eliminating the need to manually review
and collect information.
t"verage return on investment occurs within nine months or less.

